


 My project is about an eruption of 
Eyjafallajökull in Iceland that happened 
in 2010. 

 The term Eyjafjallajökull literally means 
“Island Mountain Glacier”. It is a small 
island home to Iceland’s most popular 
and active volcano. This volcano, with a 
summit elevation of 5,417 ft. This eruption 
caused the highest level of travel air 
disruption since WW2 







 First eruption occurred on the 20th of 

March 2010 

 On the 14th of April another eruption 

began in a 2.5km wide caldera beneath 

the ice cap near the summit of the 

volcano 

 Early May explosive activity started 

again and this time with more ash being 

ejected into the plume 



 The first phase of eruption produced 

lava, which ha little explosive activity. 

 There was around 1km of ice in the 

summit crater and 25% of this was 

melted in the first two days of the 

eruption. 

 Also plumes of volcanic ash and gas 

over 10km high was created by the 

infuriation of water with magma 



 Over 20 countries in the world closed 

there airspace 

 Over 10 million people were affected by 

this 

 The volcanic ash clouds had small 

abrasive particles in them which would 

clog the jet engines 





 Iceland is unusually suited for waterfalls. 

This small island country has a north 

Atlantic climate that produces frequent 

rain and snow and a near-Arctic 

location that produces large glaciers, 

whose summer melts feed many rivers. 

As a result, it is home to a number of 

large and powerful waterfalls. 



 This eruption caused major impact to 

Iceland and many other countries. 

 The volcanic ash caused of 20 countries 

to close their airports. 

 This meant that about 10 million 

passengers were not able to travel. 

 The airlines had to refund all the people 

who were not able to travel causing 

airlines millions of euro  




